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Abstract
The non-observation of WIMP dark matter might be explained by the existence of complex dark sectors.
We illustrate, on a model of colored coannihilation, that the Sommerfeld effect and bound state formation
are fundamental in calculating the relic density of dark matter accurately. We point out that a flat correction
factor accounting for those effects cannot be employed. Furthermore, we find that the parameter previously
excluded by experiments still remains viable. Lastly, we demonstrate that bound state searches at the LHC
can be crucial in testing such a model.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MODEL
The weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) has been an
intriguing dark matter (DM) candidate for the past decades.
However, its simplest realization in the form of a single com-
ponent dark sector is strongly challenged by experiments. A
more complex dark sector, for instance, in the form of an addi-
tional dark sector particle, can explain the non-observation of
WIMP DM at direct detection experiments. An example of this
is the currently widely studied model of simplified t-channel
dark matter with a colored mediator [1, 2]. The colored annihi-
lations in the dark sector can efficiently deplete the dark matter
relic density given that the colored mediator is close in mass
to the dark matter candidate itself. In earlier works [3], it was
pointed out that colored annihilations are subject to nonpertur-
bative effects, namely, the Sommerfeld effect (SE) and bound
state formation (BSF). We demonstrate [4] the importance of the
SE and BSF on a realistic model of DM by firstly determining
their effect on the dark matter relic density, secondly, study-
ing their implications on the excluded parameter space of the
model, and finally exemplifying the unique constraints arising
from bound state searches at the LHC.

We choose the model S3M-uR [5] as an exemplary model
where the dark sector consisting of a Majorana fermion DM
candidate χ and three copies of scalars Xi (coming with the
quantum numbers of up-type right-handed SM quarks) inter-
acts with the SM via

L ⊃ gDM,ijX†
i χ̄PRqj + h.c. (1)

We consider the scalars to be degenerate in mass mXi =
mX and to couple diagonally and democratically to the SM
gDM,ij = gDM. The dark sector is stabilized by a Z2 symmetry
such that the lightest particle in the dark sector is stable. Thus,
the relevant new parameters are the mass of the DM candidate
mχ, the mass splitting in the dark sector ∆m = mX − mχ > 0,
and the DM-SM coupling gDM.

If the portal coupling gDM is large enough to equilibrate the
dark sector and the SM, the time evolution of the DM density
is governed by a single Boltzmann equation. The dynamics of

this equation are set by an effective annihilation cross section
involving a sum of all annihilations that can take place in the
dark sector

⟨σeffvrel⟩ = ∑
ij

〈
σijvij

〉 Yeq
i

Ỹeq

Yeq
j

Ỹeq . (2)

Here, Yeq
i = ni

s is the number density divided by the entropy
density of the particle species i in thermal equilibrium and
Ỹ = ∑i Yi. Inspecting equation (2) reveals that annihilations of
the colored scalars XiXj → SM can dominate the effective anni-
hilation cross section as long as the mass splitting ∆m is small
compared to the dark matter mass mχ. As the scalars carry a
color charge, they generate a color potential which is felt by the
annihilation partner and thus can alter the result of the annihi-
lation cross section significantly.

2. SOMMERFELD EFFECT AND BOUND
STATE FORMATION AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS FOR
PHENOMENOLOGY

The color potential between two colored scalars Xi is gener-
ated by multiple t-channel gluon exchanges. Each gluon ex-
change parametrically contributes with a factor of αs

v , if αs ∼ v.
Since αs ≈ 0.1, it is of an order of the relative velocity between
the two annihilating particles, as the dark sector particles are
nonrelativistic during thermal freeze-out. This implies that an
n + 1-gluon exchange diagram cannot be omitted if an n-gluon
exchange diagram is included, which indicates the need to re-
sume these types of diagrams. In the nonrelativistic limit, this
resummation simplifies to the Schrödinger equation involv-
ing a color potential [6]. As the gluons are massless, we find
a Coulomb potential. Depending on the representation of the
particles involved, the resulting potential can be attractive or
repulsive and vary in strength. For instance, for particles in the
fundamental representation of SU(3)C, we find 3 ⊗ 3̄ = 1 ⊕ 8
and 3⊗ 3 = 3̄⊕ 6. The singlet 1 and the antifundamental 3̄ lead
to an attractive potential, while the remaining two generate a
repulsive potential.

When solving the Schrödinger equation, we find solutions
with positive energy eigenvalues (scattering states) and so-
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lutions with negative energy eigenvalues (bound states). The
scattering states lead to the Sommerfeld effect (SE), while the
bound states give rise to the process of bound state formation
(BSF).

2.1. Sommerfeld Effect
Scattering states are typically included when calculating the
effective annihilation cross section in equation (2). However,
they are modeled by plane waves, which is not a good approx-
imation in the presence of a long-range potential, such as the
Coulomb color potential. Instead of plane waves, we use the
solution of the Schrödinger equation for the scattering states
when calculating the effective annihilation cross section. The
deviation from the result using plane waves is called the SE.
The cross section is modified by a factor larger than 1 for an
attractive potential, whereas it is corrected by a positive factor
smaller than 1 for a repulsive one.

If the cross section is increased or decreased by the SE de-
pends on the matrix element of the annihilation and its color
decomposition and has to be calculated for each annihilation
channel. We find that for parameter points where the portal
coupling dominates the annihilation (gDM ≫ gs), the SE tends
to reduce the cross section. For the opposite case, gDM ≪ gs,
the SE increases the effective annihilation cross section.

2.2. Bound State Formation
Radiative BSF, XX† → B

(
XX†) g, is typically not considered

in the calculation of the DM relic density. However, it can ef-
fectively contribute to dark sector annihilations, given that the
formed bound state decays into SM particles rather than being
ionized by gluons. All of these processes are mediated by the
strong gauge coupling gs. Therefore, BSF is negligible if the an-
nihilations are dominated by the portal coupling gDM ≫ gs. On
the other hand, we find that BSF dominates the annihilation if
gDM ≪ gs. The effects of SE and BSF in the different regimes
are summarized in Table 1.

Note that the effects vary in size and sign over the two
regimes and thus can not be incorporated by means of a flat
factor and need to be calculated for each parameter point via

⟨σeffv⟩ = ∑
i,j

〈
S
(

α/vij

)
· σijvij

〉 neq
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neq
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(
neq

X
neq

)2

.

(3)

Here, S(α/vij) is the Sommerfeld factor and ⟨σBSFv⟩eff is the ef-
fective BSF cross section, where the subscript effective accounts
for the ratio of bound states decay into SM particles before be-
ing ionized.

2.3. Phenomenological Implications
When constraining this model of freeze-out DM, we determine
the smallest value of the portal coupling gDM for each mass
structure (mχ, ∆m) such that DM is not overproduced. Sub-
sequently, we check if this lower bound on gDM contradicts
the upper bounds arising from direct detection experiments or
prompt collider searches. If the bounds are in conflict with each
other, we consider the parameter point (mχ, ∆m) to be excluded
by the experiment. Since the SE and BSF alter the calculation
of the effective annihilation cross section (see equation (3)), the
lower bound on gDM changes accordingly. In Figure 1, we show

⟨σeffv⟩ Sommerfeld effect Bound state formation
gDM ≫ gs − 0
gDM ≪ gs + ++

TABLE 1: The effects of the SE and BSF on the effective an-
nihilation cross section are summarized for the regimes of
the portal couplings domination and strong gauge coupling
domination. A + indicates an enhancement of the cross sec-
tion, a − a reduction, a ++ a very large enhancement, and a
0 implies that the effect is negligible.

limits on the model described above arising from XENON1T,
Pico-60, and LHC results at 139 fb−1 and 37 fb−1.

The constraints are displayed in the plane spanned by the
DM mass mχ and the mass splitting ∆m. The coupling gDM
at each point (mχ, ∆m) is fixed to the smallest value that does
not overproduce DM. We observe significant changes in the ex-
clusion limits depending on the contributions considered for
the calculation of the relic density. The masses displayed, be-
sides in the upper-right corner, fall into a regime where the
strong gauge coupling tends to dominate the annihilation, i.e.,
gs ≳ gDM. As discussed earlier, and illustrated in Table 1, in this
regime, the SE and especially BSF significantly enhance the an-
nihilation cross section. Thus, the lower bound on the coupling
gDM arising from the relic density is lowered and, in return,
experimental constraints from prompt collider searches and di-
rect detection experiments are lifted.

In Figure 1, this effect is clearly visible in the regions where
the model can produce the observed relic density and is not
in contradiction with any experiment (white regions) open up.
In particular, the unconstrained area between the limits from
XENON1T (green) and the gray region, in which DM is al-
ways underproduced via thermal freeze-out,1 is enlarged sig-
nificantly, while a purely perturbative calculation obtains a
maximal DM mass of mχ ≲ 1 TeV in this region, including the
SE that already leads to a relaxed bound of mχ ≲ 1.4 TeV. The
full calculation including the SE and BSF arrives at an upper
limit of mχ ≲ 2.4 TeV, which is a 140% correction on the limit
obtained in the purely perturbative calculation. Furthermore,
the viable mass splittings in this region shift from ∆m ≲ 30 GeV
in a perturbative calculation to ∆m ≲ 50 GeV considering the
SE and BSF.

We conclude that nonperturbative effects induce a signifi-
cant shift in the exclusion limits in the strongly coannihilating
regime (∆m ≪ mχ) and cannot be neglected. Moreover, it is not
sufficient to only consider the SE since the most sizable contri-
bution arises from BSF.

2.4. Bound State Formation at the LHC
Lastly, we would like to comment on the limits arising from
bound state searches at the LHC, displayed in cyan within Fig-
ure 1. At the LHC, the leading order production cross section
for the bound state B(XX†) in the narrow width approxima-

1Note that while all other thoroughly colored areas display strict exclusion
limits, the gray area only indicates where DM freeze-out does not suffice to pro-
duce all of the observed DM relic density. In this sense, the model is not strictly
excluded but would require an additional DM component or an alternative pro-
duction mechanism, such as freeze-in or conversion-driven freeze-out [7], in this
region.
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FIGURE 1: Exclusion limits on the model are shown for a cal-
culation of the relic density including perturbative contribu-
tions only, including the SE, and complete calculation including
the SE and BSF. Regions colored in green (magenta, blue, cyan)
indicate parameter points which are excluded by direct detec-
tion (indirect detection, prompt collider searches, bound state
searches at the LHC). Within the gray region, DM is always un-
derproduced via thermal freeze-out. The orange-shaded region
illustrates an estimate for the potential of long-lived-particle
searches to constrain out-of-equilibrium production of DM,
which can produce the observed relic density in the gray re-
gion. The figure is taken from [4].

tion is given by [8]

σ
(

pp → B
(

XX†
))

=
π2

8m3
B

Γ
(
B
(

XX†
)
→ gg

)
Pgg

( mB
13 TeV

)
,

(4)

where mB is the mass of the bound state, Pgg(
mB

13 TeV ) is the
gluon-gluon luminosity for proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV,
and Γ(B(XX†) → gg) is the decay width of the bound state
into a pair of gluons. Note that this formula is only valid if
the total decay width of the bound state ΓB is smaller than the
binding energy EB. For EB ≳ ΓB , the production cross section
for bound states is significantly suppressed compared to equa-
tion (4). As long as gDM ≲ gs ∼ 1, the decay width of the bound
states is dominated by the decay into a pair of gauge bosons,
and we find ΓB ≲ EB, whereas for gDM > gs the narrow width
approximation can be violated and the production of bound
states at the LHC becomes irrelevant.

Inspecting the production cross section in equation 4 re-
veals that the production of bound states as well as the subse-
quent decay into a detectable pair of gauge bosons only depend
on gauge couplings and are independent of the portal coupling
gDM as long as gDM ≲ gs, implying that constraints from bound
state searches probe all couplings gDM ≲ gs. This feature dif-
fers from prompt or long-lived particle searches which rely on
a large coupling gDM for a prompt decay or a very small cou-
pling for a collider stable particle or displaced vertex. In this
sense, bound state searches at the LHC can provide a bridge
between those two types of searches as we illustrate in Figure 2.

Current limits for stoponium-like bound states from 37 fb−1

data constrain mediator masses mX ≲ 290 GeV, as illustrated
in Figure 1. Remarkably, they are the only limits that strictly
exclude parameter space in the gray area, where DM is un-
derproduced by DM freeze-out. We expect rescaled projected
limits for the HL-LHC at 300 fb−1 to result in constraints of
mX ≲ 650 GeV.

3. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the impact of nonperturbative effects,
namely, the Sommerfeld Effect (SE) and bound state formation
(BSF), arising from long-range forces in the dark sector between
colored mediators. As an example, we choose a model of sim-
plified t-channel DM, where the dark sector consists of a Majo-
rana DM fermion χ and three colored scalars Xi with the quan-
tum numbers of an up-type right-handed quark. If the dark sec-
tor particles are close in mass, the DM annihilation cross section
can be dominated by the annihilations of X and the SE and BSF
are an unavoidable consequence of the color charge present in
the dark sector and thus need to be included.

We have shown that the SE and BSF cannot be accounted
for by means of a flat correction factor as they not only vary
significantly in their size but also can enhance or diminish the
annihilation cross section of DM. Thus, the SE and BSF have to
be evaluated for each parameter point individually.

Furthermore, the exclusion limits in the strongly coannihi-
lating regime are greatly impacted, and we observe a shift in
them from (mχ, ∆m) ≲ (1 TeV, 30 GeV) for a purely perturba-
tive calculation to (mχ, ∆m) ≲ (1.4 TeV, 40 GeV) when includ-
ing the SE to (mχ, ∆m) ≲ (2.4 TeV, 50 GeV) when including
both the SE and BSF. Thus, we conclude that nonperturbative
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FIGURE 2: Conceptual comparison of the constraints on the
portal coupling gDM arising from the three different types of
searches applied in this work.

effects are fundamental when deriving exclusion limits for a
model featuring a dark sector with a long-range force.

Lastly, we illustrated that bound state searches at the LHC
offer a unique opportunity to constrain a wide range of cou-
plings currently unconstrained by other prompt and long-lived
collider searches. Since the bound state decay does not rely on
the decay of a single particle but instead is triggered by an an-
nihilation of the constituents, which is mediated by gauge in-
teractions, the limits are mostly independent of the portal cou-
pling.
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